What is the Academic Requirements Report (ARR)?
The ARR tracks all graduation requirements by indicating which are met, in progress, and needed. It is updated immediately upon changing major/minors, enrollment activity (including adding, dropping courses), posting of grades, and transfer credit. It is important to monitor the ARR regularly, as it is an official graduation evaluation.

Accessing the ARR:
Login to MyCSUSM and Click Student Center. Click ARR (Graduation Evaluation) on the left side.

Understanding the ARR:
- A green circle indicates the requirement is MET.
- A yellow diamond indicates the requirement is IN PROGRESS.
- A red square indicates the requirement is STILL NEEDED.

If there is an error in the ARR, submit an ARR Correction Form. The link is located at the top of the report:

The ARR is your official Graduation Evaluation and is not an academic transcript. Students are responsible for meeting all requirements for their degree and are encouraged to run this report frequently to monitor progress toward a degree.
UNDERGRADUATE Students may submit discrepancies via the ARR Correction Form (Please allow 2-3 weeks for responses and/or processing time): ARR CORRECTION FORM